Recommendations following pediatric traumatic brain injury (TBI) support the integration of instrumental measurement to aid perceptual assessment in recovery and treatment plans. A comprehensive set of sensitive, robust and non-invasive measurements is therefore essential in assessing variations in speech characteristics over time following pediatric TBI. In this paper, we discuss a method for measuring changes in the speech patterns of a pediatric cohort of ten subjects diagnosed with severe TBI. We apply a diverse set of both well-known and novel feature measurements to child speech recorded throughout the year following diagnosis. We analyze these features individually and by speech subsystem for each subject as well as for the entire cohort. In children older than 72 months, we find highly significant (p < 0.01) increases in pitch variation and number of unique phonemes spoken, shortened pause length, and steadying articulation rate variability. Younger children exhibit similar steadied rate variability alongside an increase in articulation complexity. Nearly all speech features significantly change (p < 0.05) for the cohort as a whole, confirming that acoustic measures expanding upon perceptual assessment are needed to identify efficacious treatment targets for speech therapy following TBI. 1
Introduction
The recovery process following severe traumatic brain injury (TBI) in children varies widely. Each individual may experience a combination of cognitive, perceptive, emotional and motor function impairment [1] . Voice and speech disorders commonly occurring post-TBI indicate impairment to the brain's widely distributed speech network. Commonly reported characteristics of speech altered by dysphonia, a laryngeal function disorder, and dysarthria, a motor-speech disorder, are found within the articulatory, prosodic and phonatory speech subsystems [1] [2] [3] [4] . A closer look at these affected speech subsystems can provide refined cues to impairments of the brain's speech network as well as identify efficacious treatment targets for speech therapy [4] .
Recommendations following pediatric TBI support the integrated use of objective, instrumental measurement alongside perceptual assessment for informing and aiding in recovery and treatment plans [5] . Vocal biomarkers used to monitor and predict cognitively-impaired speech have been studied for several decades [4] and many commercial acoustic analysis programs are available [2] . However, to our knowledge, acoustic analysis has only been applied to the longitudinal study of speaking rate following pediatric TBI [6] . In this article, we define and apply a diverse set of acoustic, audio-based vocal biomarkers to study TBI-affected speech of a pediatric population over time. We apply a diverse set of both well-known and novel speech feature measurements to speech recordings taken monthly over the course of one year and summarize the longitudinal changes in these features via a trend profile. This allows us to track how particular characteristics of each speech subsystem are changing in relation to each other. Section 2 details this methodology.
In Section 3, we analyze the trends exhibited by the cohort and comment on the nuanced relationship between recovery trends and age. In Section 4, we discuss the applicability of this feature set in assisting assessment throughout recovery. Section 5 concludes our work.
Methods

Study Design and Data Collection
We apply our feature analysis to speech data originally collected by Campbell et al. to understand longitudinal changes in the perceptual 'Percent Consonants Correct -Revised' (PCC-R) intelligibility measure. This data consists of recorded conversations between a subject and a trained examiner [7] . Due to the large amount of preprocessing required to utilize this dataset for acoustic analysis, we focus on ten out of fifty-six subjects within the original study. The ten-subject cohort was selected to be representative of the age range within the original sample, include both males and females, and have corresponding recordings of good perceptual quality.
Each subject had been recently diagnosed with a severe TBI. Recorded speech sampling sessions began as soon as possible after the child was able to produce at least 10 intelligible words. Available metadata for each subject consisted of gender, age in months at injury, and age in months at the first speech sampling session. The cohort consisted of six males and four females ranging from 43 months to 123 months in age at the first session.
Data Preprocessing
Several preprocessing steps were necessary to measure signalbased changes to a child's speech within and across sessions. The raw audio consisted of 15 to 40 minutes of conversational speech between two to four speakers (occasionally family members were present during a session). Because the speech was originally obtained for perceptual assessment, steps to reduce channel effects and noise were not needed during the recording process. Therefore, speaker segmentation and channel-noise reduction were applied to all recordings.
Speaker separation was performed via a Gaussian-mixturemodel-based diarization tool using 100 ms minimum duration segments and 2 speaker clusters [8, 9] . However, diarization models are rarely trained on child speech, so manual tuning was performed before and after automatic diarization to ensure the maximum amount of a subject's speech was extracted while excluding other speakers, lengthy silences and non-stationary noise. This was done by selecting the timestamps of child speech detected by the diarization tool, padding each segment with an additional 0.2 seconds to retain lengthy consonant utterances, and then fusing together segments less than 1 second apart. Segments less than 2 seconds in length were discarded after this step, as they consisted of fragmented speech that would confound prosody and timing measurements in downstream processing. Each file was then manually checked for any remaining cross-talk or other perceivable non-child-speech elements. The intact child speech was enhanced using the Optimal Modified Minimum Mean-Square Error Log-Spectral Amplitude method [10] to remove additive non-stationary noise while limiting distortion of clean speech. We were able to extract (µ, σ) = (2.14, 1.23) minutes of clean, connected child speech from each session recording.
Feature Extraction
The feature set was selected based on commonly reported perceptual speech characteristics affected by TBI in both longitudinal [6, 7] and case-control studies [1, 2, 5, 11, 12] as well as features that have captured similar speech degradation due to diagnosed dyarthria and dysphonia [4] , amyotrophic lateral sclerosis [4, 13] , depression [14] [15] [16] [17] , and Parkinson's disease [4] .
Formant-Track Coordination
Many studies report that TBI may degrade the physiological coordination underlying vocal tract trajectories and reduce the magnitude and complexity of articulator movement during speech [1, 2, 4, 11] . Vocal tract resonance trajectories are captured via formant frequency tracks. We use multivariate autoand cross-correlations as a proxy measure of coordination between these formant-tracks. Changes over time in the coupling strengths among the formant tracks cause changes in the eigenvalue spectra of the resulting correlation matrices; weakly coupled formant-tracks may indicate more complex interactions between the articulators. Williamson et al. first applied this multivariate correlation approach to epileptic seizure prediction from multichannel EEG [18] and subsequently to the tracking and prediction of major depressive disorder from audio-based vocal signals [14, 19] .
The first three formant-tracks (F1-F3) are estimated using the extended Kalman algorithm by Mehta and Rudoy [20] . The algorithm uses a 10 ms frame interval and is seeded with average age-and gender-dependent formant values reported by Lee et al. [21] . Estimates of the F3 above a threshold of 4.5k Hz are truncated. The tracks are then subdivided into 20 second segments.
For each 20 second segment, a channel-delay correlation matrix is computed from the three low-level formant tracks. Each matrix contains correlation coefficients between the tracks at a relative time delay. Five matrices are computed at five delay scales (10, 30, 70, 100 and 150 ms) with 15 time-delays used per scale. The eigenvalues of a matrix are extracted by rank-order. For each delay scale, the resulting eigenvalue spectra of the 20 second segments are averaged to obtain the mean eigenvalue decomposition for the session. This approach is performed per session, per subject. Williamson et al. provide a complete mathematical description of this method in [19] .
Phoneme-based Prosody and Timing
We measure prosody at the phoneme level under the hypothesis that this captures nuanced information in motor and linguistic planning, timing and execution [3, 4, 12, 17] . The KALDI AS-pIRE Chain Model is used to extract all uttered phonemes and silences from a session recording and tag them with predicted English phoneme type and duration. We perform a statistical summary across the phoneme collection to obtain the mean, median, variance, inter-quartile range, and count of all 39 possible Standard American English phonemes per session. We combine these statistics to create the timing and prosody measurements in Table 1 . Speaking rate includes speech pauses while articulation rate measures phonemes only.
Phonation
Cepstral Peak Prominence (CPP) and the H2-H1 relative amplitude difference (H2H1) have been shown to quantify breathy [22, 23] and creaky phonation [22, 24] , respectively. Breathiness shows low periodicity and steep spectral slope in the source spectrum, its cepstral representation containing peaks with smaller amplitudes. A lower CPP is therefore an indication of a more breathy voice [22, 23] . The source spectrum of a creaky voice contains a much larger second harmonic (H2) amplitude than first harmonic (H1) amplitude. A large H2H1 indicates a flatter spectral tilt and more creaky phonation due to glottal constriction [22, 24] .
We measure CPP and H2H1 at each 10ms frame of a sin- gle session recording. We then perform a statistical summary within the session to obtain the mean, median, skew, variance, and inter-quartile range as our quantitative representation of breathy and creaky voice quality for the session. Figure 1 depicts a change in CPP and H2H1 over time for a single subject.
To measure pitch-related abnormalities, we extract fundamental frequency F0 estimations via Praat at each 10ms frame. Summary statistics of F0 are calculated for each recording [4] .
Trend Summarization
Longitudinal changes to these features are measured via linear correlation with time. These correlations summarize the direction and strength of change to a speech feature between the initial and final sampling sessions. Formant-track coordination complexity is summarized over time by examining how the eigenvalue spectrum of a correlation matrix changes over the course of 12 months. The average eigenvalue spectrum of each session is linearly correlated perrank with session number (1 is the first session, 12 is the final session, approximately 12 months later) to obtain a vector describing this change over time. Equation 1 defines this vector for a single subject at one delay scale. 
where λr is the eigenvalue of a particular session at rank r, M is the number of channels, N is the number of delays per channel, S ∈ Z 1×i is the vector containing all sessions, and i is the number of sessions. ρ λ is the rank-ordered vector describing the formant-track correlation with and p is the p-value significance vector. When low-rank eigenvalues negatively correlate with time and higher-rank eigenvalues positively correlate with time, information is distributing throughout the correlation matrix as recovery time increases, representing formant track interactions becoming more 'complex'.
Phoneme-based and phonatory changes over time are summarized via linear correlation of the summary statistics with session number. An individual subject's summary statistics are correlated with his/her specific S vector (see 1). Ageindependent group trends are calculated by first normalizing each subject's measurements across all sessions to zero mean and unit standard deviation (e.g. zscore(CP Pmean)) to remove effects of age-influenced baseline values. These normalized measurements are then concatenated. S vectors for each subject are concatenated as well. For each speech characteristic cn, a Pearson correlation is performed between these two aggregate vectors to obtain correlation coefficient ρn and significance p-value pn. These age-independent group trends are calculated for all ten subjects, for younger children (less than 72 months old), and for older children (72 months and older).
To capture developmental influence on baseline measurements and trends, age-dependent group correlations are calculated by replacing each subject's S vector with his/her age (in months) at each session and skipping normalization.
We group this set of features by speech subsystem and produce a trend profile as a comprehensive summarization. Change in formant-track complexity is represented by the correlation of the first-order eigenvalue with session number ρ λ [1]. Correlation coefficients and significance values of mean and variance summarize the change to phoneme-based and phonation features. The trend profile can be used to record the proposed set of quantitative measurements periodically, or be used as a comprehensive summarization chart. Figure 2 shows a trend profile of an individual subject. Here, ρ and p indicating significant directional trends are represented with + and −. Figure 2 provides a case analysis of the youngest member of the cohort. This particular child increases her speaking rate more so than articulation rate, indicating a shortening of pause length over time and suggesting an improvement in linguistic processing speed as hypothesized by Campbell et al [6] . Her consonant rate steadies over time, suggesting an increasing in timing control [4, 5] . The moderate increase in complexity of formant interaction is consistent with moderate increases in consonant/vowel occurrence and number of unique phonemes produced per session, indicating a trend toward more complex articulation ability coupled with an improvement in linguistic processing ability. Table 2 quantitatively summarizes the trend results for the whole cohort. Across older children, we find statistically significant increases in speaking rate, pitch variation and number of unique phonemes spoken, while we see significant reduction in variability of consonant duration. Across subjects younger children, we find similar reduction in variability of consonant duration, while also seeing an increase in articulatory coordination. Both younger and older children demonstrate movement away from breathy voice into more typical or creaky voice. Via analysis of the whole cohort, we conjecture that some of the directional trends lacking significance in the age subgroups might be due to their small sample size. For example, number of unique phonemes increases moderately but significantly (p << 0.01), while consonant duration decreases moderately and significantly (p = 0.01).
Results
We correlate each feature measurement with age (skipping -0.418 -0.319 -0.015 -0.315 0.003 0.008 0.871 0.001 the normalization step described in Section 2.4) to examine influence of age on baseline measurements and trends. Table 2 suggests that age at injury significantly influences measurement values at the first session and, in some cases, may indicate the direction of change one would see in normal development. For example, change in normalized articulation rate is not significant for either age group when normalized. However, we see a strong correlation between increasing articulation rate and increasing age. This suggest that, for this cohort, baseline articulation rates are higher for older subjects. Negative correlations between age and fundamental frequency are the strongest, indicating pitch is closely linked with age. Converse examples are weaker correlations between age and the change in number of unique phonemes (in older children) and consonant rate variability, both highly significant when normalized. These weaker correlations with age may indicate that changes to these features are more closely tied to recovery than to normal development.
Discussion
The results presented in Section 3 indicate moderate, significant directional speech changes distributed across the articulatory, phonatory and prosodic subsystems. The changes seen in formant-track coordination, unique phonemes uttered, and phone duration require improvement of motor coordination and precision, each in a slightly different way. These changes are more dramatic and consistent amongst children older than 72 months. The steadying of phone duration variability in conjunction with an increase in speech rate and a shortening of speech pause length are highly significant across the cohort, and are consistent with findings in [4, 12, 17] . Several features that may correlate significantly with recovery also correlated significantly with age. Thus, future work providing age-specific normative measurements (as in [5, 7, 25] .) or conducting longitudinal case-control studies (as in [6] ) would aid in judging the efficacy of age-specific trajectories. For example, formant-track complexity increases in the younger children, while the older children are able to produce a more diverse set of sounds after a year. Both indicate an increase in motor coordination abilities but are different manifestations, perhaps affected by other developmental traits. (Expanded analyses on the implications of age can be found in [26] .)
It is important to note the shortcomings of this particular method applied to this specific dataset. The trends seen exhibited by this small cohort may not generalize to a larger population and, based on the existing literature, are likely not suitable stand-alone predictors of the wide-ranging symptoms and recovery patterns children exhibit following a TBI. Additionally, this dataset is unique in that it provided an opportunity to apply acoustic features longitudinally, but it was not originally designed for such acoustic analysis. Therefore, the feature set was constrained to be as robust as possible to unrestrained, spontaneous child speech of variable length; it is by no means an exhaustive set [4] . Finally, the utilized diarization and segmentation tools used are trained on healthy adult speech, and hence likely perform worse on child or disordered speech. Although performance errors may be consistent within a subject, research into how automatic signal analysis tools perform on atypical speech would help create more reliable and inclusive assessment systems.
Conclusion
This study aimed to track the acoustic changes within and across speech subsystems of children who had suffered a severe TBI. The results support existing evidence that the brain's widely distributed speech network is often impacted following a TBI, and features measuring the nuanced, outward manifestations of linguistic processing and motor control may be viable indicators of trauma to the brain. This analysis shows promise for tracking an individual's speech changes over time following TBI and provides a baseline approach for future longitudinal studies utilizing vocal biomarkers.
